March 2024 One-Way DTUA List of Changes

Changes for the 2024 version of the One-Way DTUA include the following:

- Multi-page content changes:
  - Header edited to reflect revision date and to specify that the template is for one-way transfers of data.
  - Reimbursement of Costs was moved from Attachment 1 to the top of Face Page Terms & Conditions. Article 1 now combines the Reimbursement of Costs from the prior Attachment 1 Article 4 and Article 2 of the prior Face Page.
- Page 1: Formatting changes include larger text fields, more options for determining end dates, and programming to automatically insert the selected Attachment 2.
- Page 2: Article 8 was edited to provide additional clarity and to address protection of data when destruction is infeasible.
- Attachment 1: The prior Article 4 was moved to Article 1 of the Face Page.
- Attachment 2: No content changes to any version of Attachment 2. The selected Attachment 2 will automatically insert.
- Attachment 3: This was edited to provide greater clarity that Collaborator Personnel are third-party individuals with permission to receive the Data.